Molecular Signatures for Tumor Classification: An Analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas Data.
Cancer classification in the clinic is primarily based on histological analysis in the proper clinical context, often supplemented by immunohistochemical and molecular studies. Recent genomic studies have shown the potential of integrated multiomics platforms for molecular classification. We performed unsupervised analyses of molecular platforms in The Cancer Genome Atlas data (n = 6,216 samples) in comparison with tumor type. Our data showed that mRNA signatures and DNA methylation signatures mapped to histological diagnosis with high accuracy (95% and 88%, respectively) as individual platforms. The accuracy of mRNA signatures alone for classification and subtype identification was comparable to accuracies reported in the previously published Pan-Cancer 12 analysis. When combined, mRNA and methylation revealed a set of outliers for which the mRNA- and methylation-based molecular signatures concordantly differed from the original histological diagnosis. A subset remained consistent as outliers after using alternative classification and clustering algorithms and analysis of an independent molecular platform (miRNA). Overall, our results indicate that unsupervised approaches with individual genomic platforms, especially gene expression and DNA methylation, provide substantial classification information and identify occasional outlier cases in which the molecular signature is distinct from signatures expected for a given histological diagnosis. Identification of cases in which the molecular signature correlates with a specific histology that differs from initial impressions may prompt reconsideration of tumor classification in specific cases.